Installing an Integral Backsplash Vanity Top and Bowl

These vanities are intended for simple drop-in installation. If the size of the vanity must be adjusted, contact your Corian® supplier for assistance.

To install the vanity "as-is":

- Remove the ITB from the cardboard box.
- Check for shipping damage or top surface defects. Report any problems to your Corian® supplier.
- Trial fit the vanity to the cabinet and wall. Adjust the cabinet and wall as required. The cabinet should support the vanity on either the cast-in lugs or directly on the underside of the deck. Add shims if necessary.
- Determine the location of the faucet hardware using the template supplied with the faucet or use the dimensions on the drawing linked here. Be sure the escutcheon plate will fit in the recessed ledge area.
  
  **Note:** When printing the drawing from the web site, follow the measurements. Depending on your computer/printer resolution, the drawing may not print to scale.
- Drill the faucet holes and install the faucet hardware.
- Apply dabs of silicone every 12" along the top edge of the cabinet.
- Position the vanity onto the cabinet.
- Align the drain pipe with the bowl drain hole.
- Apply silicone to the underside of the drain cap. Install the cap.
- Install the overflow tube and mounting ring with the larger part of the ring against the bottom of the bowl.
- Attach the drain pipe. Tighten the nut by hand. Then tighten with a wrench 1/4 additional turn. **DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN.**
- Install side splashes, if desired, by applying a thin bead of silicone to the bottom edge of the splash. Then push the splash into position. Apply another bead of silicone to seal where the splash meets the vanity and where the splash meets the wall. Notice that there are left and right splashes. The sharper edges of the splashes should face the wall.
- Clean up with alcohol and a clean cloth.
- Leave the Corian® "Care & Use" booklet for the customer's use.